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Fujian CA photoelectron Co.,Ltd (knows as CA company as follows) is an 
export-oriented company, who is mainly engaged in research and development, 
production and sale of crystal substrate, precision optics component and optical 
communication passive components.Owing to the keen international competition, 
especially after the U.S. subprime loan crisis and worldwide economic depression, 
CA Company is facing an unprecedented challenge. How to transverse from 
adversity to opportunity and how to enhance the continuous competitiveness of the 
company stirs the management of the company and also persecutes small and 
medium manufacturing enterprise in China. 
Through the theoretical research and summarization of comparison and 
integration of two production managements, ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) 
and LP (Lean Production), which are created in two different times and under 
different backgrounds of economic and society,The article puts forwards that after 
CA company implements ERP, it would be urgent to enhance the practice ability of 
LP by integration and application of them so as to be more benefit for the company 
to keep sustainable competitive advantage. Ultimately, it would make CA Company 
become an LP and ERP information integrated company. 
The paper is divided into five sections, which are summarized as follows. 
Chapter 1: The introductory chapter mainly introduces the background, sense 
and research contents of title selection. 
Chapter 2: Theoretical basic section, summarize the system and features of ERP 
and LP, and comparison of several aspects of them, furthermore concludes the 
research and module of their integrations in the theorists. 
Chapter 3: Briefly make an introduction to CA company and the industry, 
processes and product characteristics and the present operation situation of CA 
company. In the meantime, summarize present ERP and LP practices and application 
in CA Company. Furthermore, put forwards the necessity and feasibility of both 
integration and application in CA company. 
Chapter 4: Focus on the analysis of the application goals, general framework 
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advantages of ERP and LP integration system and the function of module in CA 
Company. Furthermore, put forwards the propose concept on how to carry out and 
implement ERP and LP integration under the circumstances of present Oracle ERP 
in CA Company. Finally, summarize the implement and sense of TWD products in 
the early days in pilot company. 
Conclusion: Summarize the research results of the text and outlook. 
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